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1.1.6 PIDMng, PID management
Type Library

FB eLLabUtyLib_C030

This function block executes the PID regulation. It is possible to enable individually the action to
use: (P)roportional (I)ntegrative, (D)erivative.

The Reverse command, allows to invert the sign of the Out output.

PIDEnable (BOOL) Enable PID control. By activating the input, the regulation is enabled. Disabling input resets the Out
output value.

IEnable (BOOL) Enable integrative regulation. By activating the input, the integrative regulation is enabled.

DEnable (BOOL) Enable derivative regulation. By activating the input, the derivative regulation is enabled.

Reverse (BOOL) By activating the input, the Out output value is inverted.

SetPoint (REAL) Set point. The value is expressed in the unity of measure of process to control.

PValue (REAL) Process variable. The value is expressed in the unity of measure of process to control.

PBand (REAL) Proportional band. This value defines the value of error beyond which the control is disabled and the
Out output is forced to ±100%. The value is expressed in the unity of measure of process to control.

ST (REAL) Scansion time. You need to set the time used to execute the integrative and derivative regulation if
enabled. The value is in mS.

KP (REAL) Proportional constant. Please note that with higher values, there is a more ready regulation with a
consequent increase of the overshot value. The value is a number.

IT (REAL) Integrative time. Please note that with higher values it is less fast to regain error. The value is in Sec.

DT (REAL) Derivative time. Please note that with higher values it is more fast to regain error. The value is in
Sec.

Enabled (BOOL) PID regulation enabled.

Error (BOOL) Execution error.

OUT (REAL) Correction value in output from PID. This value must be used to control the process. The value is
expressed in %. The range is between 0 and ±100%.

Error codes

If an error occurs, the Error output is activated and SysGetLastError can detect the error code.

10012050 Not defined value for ST.

Examples

In the example a temperature control is managed on a heater. A Pt100 temperature sensor is acquired and a PWM
output through Do00M00, is managed. The constants of the PID loop are allocated in backup so they are mantained at
power off. They are also accessible via Modbus.
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Defining variables

LD example (PTP114A100, LD_PIDMng)
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